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INtc Neumann 11~76 
Glenn Johney 1977 
Russell Brazeal I 978 
Robert E. Arasmith 1979 
Kathy Lesser 1980 
~ames Lynch, Jr. 1981 
Lori Troester 1982 
Dale Moore 1983 
Dale Moore 1984 
Carla Rellergert 1985 
Carla Rellegert 1986 
Diane Clements 1987 
Craig Eyermann 1988 
Craig Eyermann l 989 
Cathy Alofs 1990 
~ason McHaney 1991 
Greg Teets 1993 
Greg Teets 1994 
Amy Rogers 1995 
Amy Rogers 1996 
Nichole Sloan 1997 
Nichole Sloan 1998 
Nichole Sloan 1999 
Courtney Peace 2000 
Courtney Peace 200 I 
Courtney Peace 2002 
Ryan Bales 2003 
AJ Bedwell 2004 
Kelly Hummingbird 2005 
lrrinea Turner 2006 
*The 1944 RollaMO Year-
book is the only book not 
completed by the RollaMO 
Staff. The Blue Key Staff 
took on the responsiblitiy of 
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The School of Mines and Metallurgy of the University of Missouri 1907-1908 Baseball Team. 
This section reflects the RollaMO yearbooks between 1905 to 1935. 
The yearbooks were mainly in black and white but there were some 
splashes of color here and there. In the 1920's there were some co-
ed interaction and that's were the womens sport teams come in. Since 
there were no women sports during that time all but one of the women 
sports teams spreads are in black and white. You may also find some 




Photos By Trinea Turner 

2006 Miner FOOTBALL Record 
Final Standing: 7-4 overal l 
Opponent Score 
Upper Iowa 26- 18 w 
Central Methodist 43-1 8 w 
Wayne State (Neb.) 22-21 w 
Peru State 34-0 w 
Saint Joseph 's 23-28 L 
Southwest Baptist 38-40 L l.l") 
Southwestern M 
Oklahoma State 20-9W 0\ 
South Dakota State 28-64 L 
,.....--( 
I 
Austin Peay 45-3 w l.l") 0 Morehead State 55-56 L 
Butler 45-28 w ,.....--( 


. . . 




Final records: 2-25 overall, 0-19 GLVC 
Dawson's Travel Stars (Exhib.)* W, 99-73 
Lincoln** W, 83-82 
Arkansas State L, 56-85 
Harding L, 77-102 
Central Arkansas L, 51 -61 t.n ~ 
Central Bible ** W, 79-63 0\ 
Southern Indiana** * L, 55-70 ~ I 
Kentucky Wesleyan** * L, 65-69 t.n 0 
Missouri-St. Louis* L, 61-71 0\ 
~ 
Eckerd L, 71-90 
Tampa L, 61-79 
Harding** L, 63-72 
Wisconsin-Parkside* L, 54-74 
Lewis* L, 81-104 
Bellarmine* * * L, 55-72 
Northern Kentucky** * L, 43-71 
Quincy* L, 41 -60 
SIU- Edwardsville* L, 29-62 
Drury** * L, 50-69 
Rockhurst* * * L, 53-76 
Indianapolis* L, 40-74 
Saint Joseph 's* L, 58-91 
Quincy** * L, 64-75 
SIU-Edwardsville** * L, 45-79 
Drury* L, 56-91 
Rockhurst* L, 61-72 
Missouri-St. Louis** * L, 60-68 
Southern Indiana* L, 60-97 
* Conference Game 






Final records: 17-11 overall, 10-9 GLVC 
Harding W, 84-76 
Harris-Stowe W, 85-36 
Incarnate Word W, 57-50 
Texas A&M-Kingsville W, 64-51 
Southern Indiana* W, 60-47 
Kentucky Wesleyan* W, 64-55 
Truman L, 48-58 
UM-St. Louis* W, 75-55 
Lincoln W, 62-50 
Harding W, 51-48 
Wisconsin-Parkside* W, 66-57, OT 
Lewis* L, 60-65 
Bellarmine* W, 74-72 
Northern Kentucky* L, 50-62 
Quincy* L, 57-69 
SIU- Edwardsville* L, 54-68 
Drury* L, 51-70 
Rockhurst* W, 72-51 
Indianapolis* W, 70-68, OT 
Saint Joseph's* L, 50-51 
Quincy* L, 47-59 
SIU- Edwardsville* L, 62-66 
Drury* L, 64-72 
Rockhurst* W, 74-62 
UM-St. Louis* W, 53-52 
Southern Indiana* W, 80-73, OT 
Lewis# W, 68-55 
Drury # L, 56-71 
* Conference Games 

Photos By: Zachary Anderson-Boland 
Ouachita Baptist (7 /9) ccd. Saint Joseph 's* W, 4-3 (8) 
Ouachita Baptist ( 1-9) ccd. Saint Joseph 's* L, 0-2 
Southwest Baptist L 5-7 
' 
Saint Joseph 's* L 2-6 
' Southwest Baptist L, 7-9 Saint Joseph 's* L, 0-10 
w 6-1 
' 
UM-St. Louis* w 5-1 
' L, 0-10 UM-St. Louis* L 3-7 
' w 6-3 
' 
L 2-4 
' Lincoln L, 9-11 L, 2-12 
Lincoln L 4-8 
' 
Wisconsin-Parks ide* L 1-5 
' w 7-5 
' 




Wisconsin-Parkside* L 2-5 
' W, 5-4 (8) Wi con in-Parkside* L 2-7 , 
ccd. L 0-1 
' 
Southern Indiana* L 2-4 
' 
L 0-4 
' Southern Indiana* L 0-5 
' 
L, 6-8 








L, 6- l 0 
Bellarn1ine* w 2-1 
' 
Rockhur t* L 3-6 
' 
Bel lannine* L, 5-9 Rockhurst* L 1-4 
' 
Bellarmine* L 1-6 
' 
Quincy* L 2-4 
' 
Bellarmine* L, 4-13 Quincy* L 1-7 
' 
SIU- Edwardsville (7 /9)* ppd. 

Opponent Score 
Central Arkansas Spring Fling ccd. 
Central Arkansas Spring Fling ccd. 
Mid-America Nazarene w 5-2 
' Midland Lutheran W, 2-1 (8) t.r) 
~ Newman W, 10-5 0\ 
Oklahoma Science & Arts w 2-1 ~ 
' 
I 
Oklahoma City L 1-9 lf) 
' 0 Rockhurst* w 4-1 0\ 
' Rockhurst* w 5-3 ~ 
' Missouri Valley w 9-1 
' Robert Morris-Springfield w 9-1 
' Briar Cliff W, 12-1 
Show-Me Games Tournament ccd. 
Lincoln* W, 11-3 
Lincoln* w 4-0 
' Pittsburg State w 2-1 
' 
Missouri-St. Louis w 5-3 
' Southwest Baptist w 6-3 
' 
Fort Hays State w 8-2 
' 
Minnesota-Crookston W, 18-0 
Photos By: Ryan Oldani 
Opponent Score 
Final records: 8-9-3, 5-5-3 GLVC 
Ashland w 3-1 
' Gannon L 0-1 
' Christian Brothers L 1-2 
' Rockhurst vs. Missouri Southern MSSU 1-0 
Missouri Southern w 3-0 
' Rockhurst vs. Christian Brothers RU2-0 
Indianapolis* T, 0-0, 20T If) M 
Saint Joseph 's* w 1-0 0\ 
' Southern Indiana* w 3-1 ~ 
' 
I 
Kentucky Wesleyan* w 2-0 If) 
' 
0 
Rockhurst* T, 1-1, 20T 0\ 
Drury* L 2-3 
~ 
' Wisconsin-Parks ide* L 1-5 
' 
Lewis* L 0-l 
' Bellarmine* w 3- l 
' Northern Kentucky* L 0-1 
' Missouri-St. Louis* w 2-0 
' Truman L 0-2 
' Upper Iowa w 4-0 
' Quincy* T, 2-2, 20T 
SIU-Edwardsville* L, 1-2, 20T 
Rockhurst (GLVC Tournament) L 0-2 
' 
~~~~~~~~~Opponent 
Photos By: Ryan Oldani 
William Woods 




















' W, 3-2 (20T) 
w 3-1 
' L 1-2 
' L 1-2 
' L 0-6 
' w 2-0 
' L 1-2 
' L 0-1 
' L 0-2 
' T, 0-0 (20T) 
T, 1-1 (20T) 
L 0-5 
' L 0-3 
' W, 3-0 
L 2-3 
' L 0-5 
' L 0-4 
' T, 1-1 (20T) 

Photos By: Ryan Oldani 
VTR 
Bob Timmons Invitational 
Southern Stampede 
Miner Invitational 
Border States Invitational 
GLVC Championships 













All Photos By: Ryan Oldani 


Show Me State Showdown 




Ark.-Little Rock Invitational 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
Washington University Invitational 
Truman* 
New South Championships 














Photos Compliments of Swim Team 


Photos Provided By Track and Field Athletes 


Photos By: Trinea Turner 

ORGA~ 
UMR's 1987-1988 National Society of Black Engineers. Photo By: G. Oellig 
There were many different styles and layouts for the Organization sec-
tion between 1986-2005. There was one dominent theme; each or-
ganization had their own page with a group picture some with names 
and some without names. 
ABS 
Association of Black Students 
Front Row (Officers): Donte Bennett, Chris Campbell, Ty'Lisha Moore 
Second Row: James Wilson, Andre Davis, Trey Mitchell, Dionne Brozon, 
Dominic Hull, Megan Williams, Kiley Summers, Naomi McCall 
Third Row: Nickolas McFowland, Daniel Edwards, Daronn Williams, 
Willie Griffin, William Finley, Jauquin Holmes 
Fourth Row: Gary Cannon, Mark Jones, Brandon Adams 

ANS 
American Nuclear Society 
Far back (row 1): William Cowely, Tom Goter, Jeff Joggerst, Jeff Divis, Mike 
Flagg 
(Row 2): Alan Kirsch, Hiral Patel, Jason McCall, Victor Smith, Josh Worley, 
Leia Ponder 
(Row 3): Ronald Brey, Zak Kulage, Michelle Marincel, Mike Lampe, Matt Den 
nis, Kendal Bishop, Reanea Hunter, Beth Swafford 




Front Row(L toR): Tony Friedman, Matt Kreyling, John Gantner, 
Lucas Rottler, Jed Momot, Taylor Bass, Tara Sall, Jon Drury 
Back Row (L toR): Yakov Filipets, Bryce Noelle, Shefali Shah, 
Martha Leahy, Alyson Habermehl, Corey Taylor, Drew Walkenbach, 
Everett Litton 
American Society of Civil Engineers 
Front Row: Josh Hefti, Julie Orlich, Eric Roth 
Second Row: James Fisher, Anthony Roth, Justin Carr, Cameron 
Schweiss, and Eric Chamberlain 
Thhird Row: Eric Abbott, Chris Dunnaway, and Ryan Elam 
Fourth Row: Ryan Sitzes, unknown, Dan Drury 
Back Row: unknown, David Bash, Gary Davis, Matt Voss 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
Left to Right: Benedict Benito, Janet Ragon, Ka-
tie Clark, Geoffrey Kleiboeker, Eric Reuther, Chaz 
Blaschke IV, Daniel Ryan 
ASUM 
Associated Students of the University of Missouri 
Front Row:Diana Meyer, Lauren Huchingson, Tara Banaszek 
Back Row: Amanda Vaughn, Renny Dillinger, Scott Johnson 
Blue Key 
From Left to Right: Erik Richardson, unknown, Brandon Adams, 
Mark Jones, Jacques Fransaw, Anthony Chiles, Herman Armstrong, 
Brett Factory 
Christian Catnpus Fellowship 
PG CL Dake 
C. L. Dake Geological Society 
Front Row: Katherine Downs, Amy Boulch 
Second Row: Lindsay Chasten, Clinton Roberts, Ryan Joyce, Thomas 
Jerris, Stacy Story, Janet Raymer, Travis M Dixon, Bryce H Wagner III 
Third Row: Ryan Davidson, Kyle Ganz, Kyle Rybacki, Jason Kaiser, 
Dan Lasco, Mike Kuligowski, Brianna Force, Broadus Jeffcoat-Sacco 




Jerel Bemasek, Terry Blue, Robert Bogie, Lindsey Campbell, Andrea 
Cascio, Brina Crouch, Dan Daegling, Natalie Gorman, Alyson Haber-
mehl, Kurt Has lag, Timon Hazell, Leah Irwin, Will Kirby, Josh Lehman, 
David Longrie, Jenna McGregor, Jake Midkiff, Matt Rankins, Daniel 
Ryan, Philip Schloss, Shefali Shah, Josh Weiderrich, Richard Stephen-
son 
Intercollegiate Knights 
Kneeling: Tom Schuman 
First Row: Stephen Grelle, Emilie Lueker, Mandi Mueller, Laura Sicking, 
Christyn Collum, Shannon Wan·en, AI Bias 
Back Row: Matt Dukeman, Steve Rothermich, Steve Puzach, Tim Hill, 




Front Row: David Meyer, Kelly Ross, David Snodgrass,Michelle Rader, 
Nathan Ramseyer 
Second Row: Pastor Kamprath, Scott Pitsch, Becky Dalton, Ariel Campos, 
Luke Scheele, Kim Brower, Mike Brower 
Third Row: Scott Dalton, Amy Henson, Hope Von Ahsen, Emilie Els 




Front Row: Dana N arconis,Adam Parker, Kristen Harris, Elizabeth 
Hogancamp, Chris Stryker, Michele Martin 
Back Row: Bob Ward, Wendy Moore, Michelle Swenty, Dan O 'Connell, 
Tara Harris, Nathan Harl,Adam Sass 
National Residence Hall Honorary 
Row 1 : Marya Morrison 
Row 2: Aimee Rea, Phillip Ross, Chris Crowell 
Row 3: Matt Hawkins, Jon Reinigal , Jerry Kevan Prinds, Alex 
Dempsey 
Row 4: Ryan Davidson, Ryan Van Booven, Jon Leek 
I 
NSBE 
National Society of Black Engineers 
Front Row (Officers): Daniel Edwards, Rolanda Reed, William 
Finley, Kiley Summers, Willie Griffin Jauquin Holmes 
Second Row: Nickolas McFowland, Donte Bennett, Candace 
Nelson, Terri Barnes, Daronn Williams, Ty'Lisha Moore, Dionne 
Brozon, Dominic Hull, Naomi McCall, Andre Davis 
Back Row: Gary Cannon, James Wilson, Trey Mitchell, 
Mark Jones, Chris Campbell, Kandyce Wheeler, Megan 








Front Row (left to right): Chuck Williams, Ben Esteban, 
Phil Norfolk, Mark McNeaL, Adam Hart 
Back Row (left to right): Andrew Blair, Torn Sarantakos, Adam 















Quadrangle Hall Association 
Front Row: Arnie Grant, Danny Woltering, Christina Smith, 
Mandy Pershing, Patrick Maloney 
Second Row: Kevin Mennel, Marya Morrison, Abraha1n VanDyke, 
Alyse Dannenberg, Kate Stephan, Sunnie Hughes 
Back Row: Keith Brown, Tom Cunningham, Ryan Martinson 
Residential Collage Association 
Solar Car Team 
First Row: Dr. C. H. Wu, Neil Randol, Benedict Benito, Navarre Bartz, 
Chris Pieper, Tony Le, Tessa C Russell, Kevin Breitenstein 
Second Row: Ray Luechtefeld, David Pollact, John Tyler, Daniel Welty, 
Neal Essner, Brian Bear, Kerry Poppa 
Third Row: Andrew Baughman, Timothy Robillard, Jason Nolte, Joe 
Bartlett, Phillip Ponzer, Peter Shih 
S-SMSTA 
Student Missouri State Teachers Association 
In Front: Stephanie Willinger 
Second Row: Dr. Eva Lee Lasater, Sherry Bilbrey, Deborah S Mosher, 
Krista Davis, Carla Cotita, Gina Hurst 
Back Row: Sarah Parry, Amy Bedey 
On the Rail: Jason Bland, Atlu Happytneal 
Front Row: Brian Ewert, Mark Layton, Phil Kauzlarich, Greg Wallace, 
Drew Wackenbach, Alex Mier, Michael Durbin, Denneth Hubbman, Max 
Resnick 
Second Row: Ray Beezley, Darrin Stnith, Josh Black, Bill Murphy, Philip 
Ford, Joe Landis, Anna Trumble, Christopher Schwartz, Kan Kienitz 
Third Row: Paul Voss, Alex Griffith, Janet Strange, Tyler Baker, Jeretniah 
Mohan, Kiernan Shea, Daniel Ryan, Nathan Francis, Virginia Pacy 
Fourth Row: Adam King, Doug Hunsicker, Elliot Giles, Katie Telthorst, 
Jared T Harrison 
Student Council 
StuCo A 
Front Row: Lauren Huchingson, Nathan Mundis, Jeff Gittemeier, Beth 
Groenke, David Miles 
.' 
Second Row: Jon Brace, Lauren Easterley, Joe Terry, Danny Ryan, Rachel 
Shen, Dayna Gaston, Thomas Hoecker, James Woner, Michael Durbin 
Back Row: Mike Mertzlufft, Andrew Ronchetto, Jerel Bernasek, David Hill , 
Dan Daegling, Wes Chappell, Kevin Slatier, Advisor: Mark Potrafka 
Not Pictured: Jeremiah King, Abby Alby, Jerry Bayless, Kelly McCoy, Aaron 
Weeks 
SUB 
Student Union Board 
Front Row: Nate Feldmann, Erin Duggan, Melissa Giles, John 
Ziegler 
Second Row: Robert Henry III, Alicia Miller, Claire Lehman, 
Justin Butler 
Third Row: Michael Ojo, Natalie McGavock, Lance Weinmann, 
Michael Orlando 
Not Pictured: Nathan Williams 
Left to Right: Wichitsawat Suksawat Na Ayudhya, Warapotn Viyanon, 
Oratai Jongpratccp, Jaruwan Tiansuwan, Voravit Satittawomchai, Racha-
dapom Seernarnahannop, Maneerat Ongwandee, Anuwat Srivdorn, Suni-
sa Arnomwattana, Ponysathom Boongird, Korakot Hernsathapat 
Front Row: Mohamtned Al-Maskary, Nicholas McFowland, Bryan Wil-
liams, Terri Barnes, Julian Davenport, Charles Melton, Advisor: Dr. Marcus 
Huggans 
Back Row: James Wilson, Willie Griffin, Charlie Frankoviglia, Advisor: Dr. 
Steve Watkins 
Front Row: Jason Short, Devon Rumbaugh, Michael Becker, Doug Payne 
Second Row: Timmy Meissen, Brian Lange 
Back Row: Kyle Duvall, Jordan Holmes, Jonathan Bridges, Adam King 
Front Row: Paul Robinette, Rebecca Reed, Adrienne England, Ben 
Moss, Randy Moss 
Back Row: Phillip Holloway, Cory Smith, Tim Forbis, Ben Larson, 
Joe Counsil 
Front Row: Tiffiany Dooley, Rene Blackwood, Donte Benette, Kathy Metiever, 
Tanisha Starks 
Back Row: Megan Williams, Courtney Loveless, Dionna Dunning, Tamala 
Morris 
Not Pictured: Terri Barnes 
Water Environment Federation 
Sitting: Hannah Bruce, Katie Ring, Maria Kargus, Paula Mihalcik, 
Meagan Boyd, Daronn Williams 
Standing: Adam Peetz, Garrett Prestegard, Lisa Wulff, Kelly Goss, 
Ryan Sitzes, Greg Etter 
-
~. .  . ' ~~- _, . 
\( , .. ~ 
·~ ~ ~ . ~-;... ~~ ,~ ~ ,I .. ~ , ... 
.,. 
~~ 
The Engineer's Club entry in the St. Pat's float parade. Photo from the 1965-1966 
RollaMO yearbook. 
During the time between 1956-1975 the RollaMO staff showcased the 
Events section as a collage. The only words that were on the pages 
were the titles of the events. 

All Photos By Trinea Turner 
Photos By Yongsuk Cho 
Glitter Ball 




All Photos By 
Mark McNeal aka DC 
~s Fall 
Play 
All Photos By Bob Phelon 

eta's 
All photos by Trinea Turner 


Kappa Alpha Psi 
Scholarship Ball 











The men of Pi Kappa Alpha class of 1945-1946 Missouri School of Mines and Met-
allurgy. 
During the time period of 1946-1955 the Greeks section was 
called Fraternities or Social Fratemites because there were no 
Sororities at that time. In order to mimic those years the So-
rorities are placed at the end of this section. The Fratemites at 
that time would have a group photo and a few social pictures on 
their pages along with their cresent or pindent. 
Alpha Epsi 
Delta Lam hi 
a Order 
.. 






~ ... -~ ........ Kappa Sigma 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Year's ofCommunitv Service 
-"-
Sigma Ep 
Annual charity hot-dog eating contest in conjunction with DOL 
Coaching a little league football team 
Helps the American Legion cut wood during the winter 
SigEp competitively participates in both intramurals ( 1st in Football, 2005) 
Zeta's 
Ford 's Test Drive for Breast Cancer 
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation 




Annual Spaghetti Dinner 
Chi Omega Foundation 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Faculty luncheons 






ACE Project to Improve Campus 
Cleaned and disinfected the weight rooms 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Chicken Benefit Dinner 
Kappa Alpha Psi 
Kappa Klothes Drive 
Tutoring Program 
Bone MorrowDrive 
Kappa Scholarship Ball 
A lpha Phi Alpha 
Alpha Scholarship Ball 
Tutoring Program 
Photos Provided By: Meghan Donnellan, 
Daniel Robert, and Trinea Turner 

Pi Kappa Alpha 
lOOth 
Anniversary 
Pi Kappa Alpha 














hi Sigma Rho 
........ 




Photo from the 1977-1978 RollaMO Living Units section. 
The Student Life section has had various titles throughout the 
years. During the time between 197 6-1985 some of the section 
names were Activites, People, Campus Life, etc. And in some 
books the Student Life section showcased the Greeks instead of 
everyday life as a college student. So this section really has no 
boundaries it represents bits and pieces of each style of the 'Student 
Life' sections in this time period. 

ert enry r o om y as we as a tnetn 
f Kappa Alpha Psi has brought to the UMR campus 1nany 
funny headlines fro1n the comedic world. With the help of the 
SUB Board Rob tnanaged to have four comedy shows for the 
eiwing enjoyment ofUMR students. Nothing of this cal-
liber has been done by anyone in UMR 's history. We asked 
ob Henry what inspired him to bring so many comedians 
the Rolla campus and his response was, "Though it was a 
ery stressful job, I was enthusiastic about the opportunity I 
to give students an outlet from stress through laughter. I 
as ecstatic to see the way the campus embraced the comedy 
ents. That was truly my reward for the very hard, extretne-
ly long, long, LONG hours of work put into each event." In 
ob's last show of the year he had four comedians in one 
night. On behalf of the UMR catnpus we would like to thank 
obert Henry III for taking the tin1e out to help tnake us all 
enjoy a little more laughter! 
All Photos By Trinea Turner 
Paint the Street 
Photos By Trinea Turner 
--'-'·~~ ~ 
«:» r"""'"'W ..-. ~ ~' ~ 
s~-,, 
~ 




UMR's Kappa Alpha Psi Steptearn r::/'J 
Photos By Trinea Turner 
Relaxing in UM~ 
Photo By Mark McNeal 
amc: Doddi Ravi 
Major: Computer Science ( It pings 
our mind!) 
[He comes on] weekends. 




Krishna Chaitanya Emani 
Electrical Engineering 
[He comes about) 3 days a week. 
[He likes coming because it's] good 
refresh[ing] and [a) chance to improve 
[his] game. 
Photos by Trinea Turner 
This past year gas prices have been sky high! And 
with gas prices so high students have been using 
many alternate ways of getting around Rolla. You 
may see some students on bicycles, scutters, motor-
ized bikes, even a unacyclc, wow! Where gas prices 
really that bad? Well that's the question that we 
asked a couple of the students that use these alter-
nate ways of transportation. Many stated that 'it 
makes no since to pay all that money just to drive to 
class.', others sa id ' I rather save my gas for my trip 
home!' and our most popular 
response was, ' It 's much easier 
to find a spot to chain up my bike 
than it is to find a parking spot!' 
Photos By Trinea Turner 
I 
New Student Lab 
The former University Center East cafeteria was transformed into a 
24 hour student computer lab, loaded with the latest technology to 
assist students. The lab was opened to the campus Fall 2005. The lab 
also served as a classroom with each station equipped with its very 
own Dell Latitude Laptop. 
All Photos By Trinea Turner 
Sagen Scheidt 
Alpha Phi Alpha Queen 
Lauren Etheridge 
Homecoming Queen 
In the 70's and 80's the RollaMO 
would display a section or spread 
of the Universities Queens. So 
this page is in remeberance or a 
'throwback' to acknowledge all 
ofUMR's Queens! 
Meghan Donnellan 
Greek Week Queen 
Angie Scherr 
Kappa Alpha Psi Queen 
Not Pictured: 








The Gospel Medley Concert was an op-
portunity to unite the Christian body on 
campus and in the community. It was 
a celebration of diversity in Christian-
ity and promoted Godly life choices to 
the attendees. After the event Daronn 
Williams, the master mind behind this 
event, stated "I was so excited to see a 
rainbow of people-White, Black, Asian, 
Middle Eastern, young, old, etc. That's 
how Heaven is going to be. It's time to 
practice unity and true love. It's time to 
look past someone's race, ethnicity, or 
even age. God has blessed us all with 
unique characteristics and cultures. In-
stead of fighting to showcase motnen-
tary strength, let 's show eternal love." 
A Voices of Inspiration Event 
Photos By Trinea Turner 
Sponsored By Ms. Kandy, Cultural Programs 
Administrator, AACRC, and the Chancellor 
Photos By: Trinea Turner 
0015 
l/J1llk Wi.th the Arts 
A SUB Sponsered event 
Photos By Trinea Turner 




Standing: Brett Factory, Lauren Ether-
idge, Kimberley Joseph, Kennan Mill-
er, Emily Bamram-ahi , Andre Davis 
Sitting: Ty' Lisha Moore, Michael Ojo, 
Yasmin Hassen 
Tech Spotlight: 
Right: Lauren Etheridge 
Major: Nuclear Engineering 
Why do you like being a Tech? 
" I like being a TECH because I feel 
it's a great way to reach out to the 
UMR community and teach students 
about health-related topics." 
U~RT 
'ECHS 
Photos By: Trinea Turner 
Tech Spotlight: 
Left: Michael Ojo 
Major: Computer Engineering 
Year: Senior 
How long have you been a Tech? "I year" lr) 
What has the Tech's done for the UMR campus? 00 







Face it UMR has always been a predominantly 
_ male university. When the first yearbook came out 
there was only one female on campus and that was 
the libraian! However, the female to male ratio has 
come a long way from 1950 when there were just 
six female stuudents! 
Photos Provided by Chi Omega, Kappa 
Delta, ZTA, and Trinea Turner 
~~ ftt,al~ 7Ca~l~ 
ON -CAMPUS ENROLLMENT BY GENDER 
Undergraduate and Graduate 
1950 through 2005 
Percent Percent lr) 
Year Men Women Total Women Year Men Women Total Women 00 
0\ 1950 1,679 6 1,685 0% 1978 4,355 859 5,214 16% ~ 1951 1 '191 13 1,204 1% 1979 4.632 1,001 5,633 18% I 1952 1,083 13 1,096 1% 1980 5,022 1,160 6,182 19% \0 1953 1 '176 13 1,189 1% 1981 5,634 1,405 7,039 20% r-1954 1,457 15 1,472 1% 1982 5,732 1,468 7,200 20% 
1955 1,898 13 1,911 1% 1983 5,596 1,426 7,022 20% 0\ 
1956 2,390 17 2,407 1% 1984 5,096 1,327 6,423 21% ~ 
1957 2.777 19 2,796 1% 1985 4,576 1 '191 5,767 21% ~ 1958 2,901 24 2,925 1% 1986 4,295 1,153 5,448 21% 1959 3,006 31 3,037 1°M 1987 4,015 1,066 5 ,081 21% 
• '1"""4 
1960 3,060 31 3,091 1% 1988 3.870 1,044 4,914 21% ~ 1961 3,269 40 3,309 1°M 1989 3,787 1,017 4,804 21% 
1962 3,425 44 3,409 1% 1990 3,722 1,104 4,826 23% ~ 
1963 3,552 69 3.621 2°M 1991 3,886 1.121 5 ,007 22% 0 
1964 3,871 57 3,928 1% 1992 4.002 1.180 5,182 23% (]) 
1965 4.270 100 4,370 2% 1993 3,979 1.222 5.201 23% ~ 1966 4,426 122 4,548 3% 1994 3 ,851 1,191 5,042 24°M B 1967 4,750 134 4,884 3% 1995 3.829 1.155 4,984 23% 1968 5,023 185 5,208 4% 1996 3,758 1.181 4,939 24% C/l 1969 5,148 261 5,409 5% 1997 3,577 1.142 4.719 24% 
1970 5,058 353 5,411 7% 1998 3,541 1.132 4,673 24% 
1971 4,480 387 4,867 8% 1999 3,485 1,032 4,517 23% 
1972 4,033 411 4,444 9% 2000 3,380 1,013 4,393 23% 
1973 3,713 477 4,190 11% 2001 3,519 1,056 4,575 23% 
1974 3,564 500 4,064 12% 2002 3,763 1.085 4,848 22% 
1975 3.886 566 4.452 13% 2003 3,846 1,137 4,983 23% 
1976 4,044 708 4,752 15% 2004 3,826 1,111 4,937 22% 













Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (I PEDS) frozen files, 4th week of classes 
All Photos By Trinea Turner 

All Photos By Trinea Turner 
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Photo from Missouri Schoo~ of Mines and Metallurgy 1944-1 945 Chemical Engineering College section. 
Between 1936-1945 UMR was called the Missouri School of Mines and Metallur-
gy. There weren't as many students enrolled as there are today. Since there weren't 
many students there weren' t many teachers so they were able to have individual 
photos of each faculty member. Instead of individual photos each professor has 
their position or their educational status to show their individuality. 
Row I (Left to Right): J. Raper, D. Cud lea, K. Henthorn 
Row 2: D. Westenberg, Craig Adams, Parthe Neogi, Jee-Ching Wang 
Row 3: D. Henthorn, S. Lee, Y. Xing 
Row 4: Neil Book, Kai-tak Wan, A. I. Liapis, Daniel Forliniti 
Dr. Philip D. Whitefield, Chairman, Professor, Ph.D.; Dr. David E. Hoiness, Assistant Chairman, Ph.D.; Dr. Donald 
W. Beistel, Associate Professor Emeritus, Ph.D. ; Dr. Gary L. Bertrand, Professor Emeritus, Ph.D.; Dr. Louis Biolsi, Jr. , 
Professor Emeritus, Ph.D.; Dr. Frank Blum, Curators' Professor, Ph.D.; Dr. Terry Lynn Bone, Lecturer, Ph.D.; Dr. Terry 
Brewer, Adjunct Professor, Ph.D. ; Dr. Charles C. Chusuei, Assistant Professor, Ph.D.Dr. Harvest L. Collier, Profes-
sor/Vice Provost for Graduate & Undergraduate Studies Ph .D.: Mr. Joseph A. Counsil, Research Engineer, BSEE; Dr. 
Nuran Ercal, Professor, Ph.D.; Dr. Fernande Grandjean, Adjunct Professor, Ph.D.: Dr. Fred C. Hardtke, Assistant Profes-
sor Emeritus, Ph.D.: Dr. Dennis Hasha, Adjunct Faculty, Ph.D.; Dr. William J. James, Professor Emeritus, Ph.D.: Dr. 
Shubhender Kapila, MSMC Endowed Professor, Ph.D.: Dr. icholas Lcvcntis, Associate Professor, Ph.D.; Dr. Gary .J. 
Long, Professor, Ph.D.; Dr. Yin fa Ma, Professor, Ph.D.; Dr. Hector 0. McDonald, Professor Emeritus, Ph.D.; Dr. Paul 
Nam, Assistant Professor, Ph.D. ; Dr. V. Prakash Reddy, Assistant Professor, Ph.D.: Dr. D. Vincent Roach, Associate 
Professor Emeritus, Ph.D. ; Dr. B. Ken Robet1son, Associate Prote sor Emeritus, Ph.D.: Dr. Robert R. Russell, Professor 
Emeritus, Ph.D.; Dr. Thomas P. Schuman, Associate Professor, Ph.D.: Dr. Donald .1 . Siehr, Professor Emeritus, Ph.D.: 
Dr. Ekkehard Sinn, Professor, Ph.D.: Dr. Chariklia Sotiriou-Levcntis, Professor, Ph.D.; Dr. Pericles Stavropoulos, Asso-
ciate Professor, Ph .D.: Dr. James 0. Stoffer, Curators' Professor Emeritus, Ph.D.; Dr. Jay Switzer, Donald L. Castleman/ 
FCR Endowed Professor of Discovery in Chemistry, Ph.D.; Dr. Wilbur P. Tappmeycr, Professor Emeritus, Ph.D.: Dr. 
Tadashi Tokuhiro, Adjunct Professor/Teaching Associate, Ph.D.; Dr. Michael Van De Mark, Associate Professor, Ph.D.; 
Dr. Raymond L. Venable, Associate Professor Emeritus, Ph.D.; Dr. Jeffrey G. Winiarz, Assistant Professor, Ph .D.; Dr. 
Klaus Woelk, Associate Professor, Ph.D.; Dr. Gu Xu, Adjunct Assistant Professor, Ph.D. ; Dr. William B. Yclon, Adjunct 
Professor, Ph.D. 
Dr. Fikret Ercal, Interim Chair, Professor; Dr. Maggie Cheng, Assistant Professor; Dr. Arlan R. 
DeKock, Professor; Dr. Jennifer Leopold, Assistant Professor; Dr. Xiaoqing Frank Liu, Associate 
Professor; Dr. Sanjay Madria, Assistant Professor; Dr. Bruce M. McMi ll in, Professor; David M. 
Mentis, Teaching Associate; Clayton Price, Instructor; Dr. Chaman Sabharwal, Professor; Dr. Daniel 
Tau ritz, Assistant Professor; Dr. Mayur Thakur, Assistant Professor; Dr. Ralph W. Wi lkerson, Profes-
sor; Dr. Franck Xia, Associate Professor; Dr. Wen-Bin (Vincent) Yu, Assistant Professor; Dr. Ying 
Zhao, Assistant Professor 
Adjunct Faculty 
Randy Canis, JD Adjunct Professor 
Dr. William Bond, Adjunct Professor 
Dr. Christopher Merz, Adjunct Professor 
Back Row: Dr. Xuej ing Xing, Assistant Professor; Dr. Eun Soo Park, Associate Professor; 
Dr. Gregory Gelles, Chairman, Professor; Michael Davis, Assistant Professor; Dr. Richard Bryant, 
Associate Professor 
Front Row: Suzie Owens, Admin istrative Assistant; Dr. Duo Zhang, Assistant Professor; Dr. Julie 
Gallaway, Assistant Professor 
Dr. Eric W. Anderson, Adjunct Faculty 
Dr. Denver L. Bates, Adjunct Faculty 
Dr. Richard A. Cavender, Adjunct Faculty 
Dr. Michael Davis, Assistant Professor 
Dr. David Hentzel, Professor Emeritus 
Dr. Ray Mowery, Adjunct Faculty 
First Row: Benj am in Dow, Ph.D. ; Robert Lee Laney; Wi lliam 1. Daughton, Ph.D., Chairman; 
Susan L. Murray, Ph.D. 
Second Row: Donald Dean Myers, J.D. ; David Enke, Ph.D. ; David Spurlock, Ph.D.; unknown 
Third Row: Venkata Allada, Ph . D.~ Donald B. Higginbotham; Sreeram Ramakrishnan, Ph.D. ; 
Ray Luechtefeld, Ph.D. ; Cihan H. Dagli, Ph.D. 
j/l'.;tek~eAf~ · 
~/1'-~ee\Affig 1)efMh~;t 
Dr. Ronald Fannin, Professor and Chairman; Carla A. Campbell, Lecturer; Dr. Douglas R. 
Carroll, Professor; Dr. Ralph E. Flori Jr, Associate Professor; Dr. Katie A. Grantham Lough, 
Assistant Professor; Dr. Nancy Hubing, Associate Professor; Dr. Timothy A Philpot, Associate 
Professor; Edward M. Raney, Lecturer; Dr. Robert B. Stone, Associate Professor/Director; Dr. 
Shun Takai, Assistant Professor; JeffS. Thomas, Lecturer; Kristy L. Wolfe, Lecturer 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Aerospace Studies 
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Speech & Media Studies 
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Teacher Education Program 
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School of Management and Information Systems 
Business Administration 
Center for Entrepreneurship & Outreach 
Economics and Finance 
Information Science and Technology 
School of Materials, Energy & 
Earth Resources 
Geological Sciences & Engineering 
Geological Engineering, Geology & Geophysics, 
Petroleum Engineering 
Material Science & Engineering 
Ceramic Engineering, Metallurgical Engineering 
Mining & Nuclear Engineering 









UMR's May 2006 graduation class. Photo By Trinea Turner 
This section represents the present day and time of the RollaMO! There 
are no particilar schemes or patterns that we followed. There was just 
one mission "Try to get as many people, from different backgrounds in 
this book! " 
a me: Narhan Avererr 
criviries and Achievements: Formula SAE 
roup leader, Era Kappa Nu Treasurer 
kydiving Club 
~a me: Brandie Amsden 
!Major: Biological Sciences 
Homerown: Ellington, MO 
!Name: Kris Arkins 
!Major: Aerospace Engineering 
jHomcrown: Sr. Perers 
Matthew Bayne 
What w ill be your fondest 
m emory of UMR in ten years? 
!Meeting my future wife in Me-
chanics of Materials. 
Kerri Blight 
Senior Will: My calculator for 
the FE exam, I'm sure some-
one can use it. 
Name: Christopher Bales 
Major: Engineering Management 
Hometown: Mercer, MO 
IAcriviries and Achievemems: Srudenr Unior 
!Board, Fencing Club, Ballroom Club, Rol 
aMO 
arne: Kerric Barnes 
Kris Atkins 
Where was your jauorite p lace 
on campus to study? 
Why study? 
Brandie Amsden 
What aduice do you haue for 
underclassm en? Take a break 
~ometimes! 
N ame: Kristin Beckmeyer 
!Major: Engineering Management- Industria 
!Engineering 
!Hometown: Aiken, Sourh Carolina 
!Activities and Achievements: Zera Tau Alpha 
Engineering Management National Honor 
~ociery 
arne: Matthew Bayne 
ajor: Mechanical Engineering 
ometown: Cookeville, TN 
!Name: Stephanie Bell 
Major: Business & Management Systems 
Hometown: Cherryville, MO 
:unc: Hugh Bcnlusdr 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Hometown: O'Fallon, MO 
criviries and Achievements: QHA, RHA 
RH H. C~rholic Newman Center, Tau Sera 
i, Omicron Delta Kappa, Pi1:~u Sigma, FCA 
CCF, Ulrimate Club, VoUcyb:ill Club, CLA 
criviries anti Achievements: Chi Epsilon 
sccrmry). ASCE. Circle K. Blue Key (ls 
P}. Zeta Tau Alpha (secreracy }, Order o 
Omega 
!Name: Kern Blighr 
Major: Med1anical Engineering 
Hometown: Champaign. [L 
Name: Meghan Bohnert 
iM:tjor: Informacion Science & Technology 
Hometown: Fesrus, MO 
[AcriviricsandAchievemenrs: Alpha [ora Dclca 
Symphonic Band, Dean's List 
!Name: Jcrenly Bryant 
jMajor: Mechanical Engineering 
Homerown: Springfield, MO 
Name: Mike Bradley 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Hometown: Fenton, MO 
!Acriviries and Achievemenrs: Catholic New 
man Center, Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Bera Pi 
Omicron Delta Kappa, lnrramural Manager': 
Association, Pbi Eta Sigma, Voyager 
jAcriviries and Achievements: Trumpeter '04 
l5r. P:~rs Board{?), UMR Mini· Baja Engine & 
Drive Train(?) Chair 
[Kira Bluebaum 
Name: Julie Breckenridge 
!Name: Tavis Bryanr 
fMajor: Electrical Engineering 
Hometown: St. Louis. MO 
lt\criviries and Achievements: Bera Sigma Psi 
[What was your hardes t class at UIVIR anct cuhy? 
!physics was the hardest because cJj gooci C)le Bieniek. 
!Name: Nielson Chapman 
jMajor: Electrical Engineering 
Hometown: Brooklyn, IL 
!Name: Jermainc Burks 
jMajor: Business Management & Information 
~ysrem Technology 
Hometown: Louisville, KY 
[AcriviciesandAchicvemenrs: UMRMen'sBas 
P<erball ream MVP,Alpha Phi Alpha Frarernit] 
nc. (treasurer), Associ a cion of Black Student 
!National Society of Black Engineers 
jAcriviries and Achievements: Kappa Alphz 
Psi 
Name: Berton Cobb 
Major: Com purer Science 
!Hometown: Little Rock 
IAcriviries and Achievements: IEEES~ 
Presidenr 
Jermaine Burks 
Where was your jauorite after 
~ours p lace to hang out? 
"The House of Alpha" 
!Name: Narhan Carlson 
!Major: Engineering Managemenr 
Homerown: Lee's Summit 
IAcriviries and Achievements: Christian 
!campus Fellowship, Chancellor's Leadership 
[Academy, Epsilon Mu Era, American Societ} 
or Engineering Management 
Nielson Chapman 
Where was your jauorite 
place on campus to study? 
Home 
Nathan Carlson 
What w ill be your fondest memo-
lry of UMR in ten years? Staples. 4 
lin my forehead, s s taples in Matt 
IBaye's head and 8 s taples in Da-
uid Bledsoe's stomach ... in short 
The Peoole! 
Name: Jesse Collins 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Hometown: Houston, TX 
Activities and Achievements: Toasrmasrers 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
ASME), Au£Omorive $()ciery of Engineers 
ASE) 
jNamc: Keith Connell 
Major: Computer/Electrical Engineering 
Homcrown: Springfield, MO 
jAcciviries and Achievements: Nanosat, Kapp. 
!Mu Epsilon (secretary),SmdenrCouncil, Leach 
theatre AssU.ranr technical Director 
Jesse Collins 
Who was your fauorite pro-
fessor at UMR? 
Col. Akers 
Name: Wesley Collins 
~ajor: Electrical Engineeering 
Hometown: Grenada, MS 
Keith Connell 
What are your plans 
or the future? 
Start a successful 
career and continue 
y education. 
vvesle!J Collins 
What uJas vour hardest 
class at UMR anct cuhy? 
Jntro to Com/-)uter Engineer-
ling tJecause it cuos a f irst 
time teacher 
!Name: Barren Counrs 
!Major: Electrical Engineering 
Hometown: Sugar Land 
Name: Adam DaMoude 
!Major: Aerospace Engineering 
Hometown: Holdrege, Nebraska 
!Activities and Achievements: Christian Cam 
pus Fellowship, College Republicans,Advancec 
!Aero Vehicle Group 
Bradley Culen 
What was your hardest 
t lass at UMR and w hy? 
~="reshman Biology. I still 
had a hangouer f rom high 
i$chool senioritis, so I didn · t 
lf]u t in the effort I should 
lhaue tor that class. 
!Name: Bradley Culen 
!Major: Business Management Systems 
Hometown: Burr Ridge, IL 
IAcrivities and Achievements: Scholarshif 
Varsiry Baseball Playcr/3 time defendin~ 
!beer pong champion, 2 rime Tour de Franzil 
!champion 
!Name: Ryan Davidson 
!Major: Geology and Geophysics 
Hometown: Air Force Brat (Yokota AB 
a pan) 
jActivitics and Achievemenrs: Residence Hal 
!Association Co-Chair, Thomas Jefferson Hal 
Association, National Residence Hall Honor 
~ry,AcademicCompetition Organization, C.L 
Dakc Sociery (<),sigma Gamma Epsilon 
Adam DaMoude 
What aduice do you 
haue for underclass-
m en? 
Escape while you can! 
!Name: Sascha Davis 
!Major: Computer Science/Managemen 
~ysccms 
Hometown: Okawville,IL 
IActivirics and Achievements: AID; UPE 
!Name: Chad DeShon 
Name: Cory Dcmieville 
jName: Jerem)' Dick 
N~me: Mcghan Donnellan 
Major: Biological Sciences 
Homerown: Chickasha, OK 
Activities and Achievements: Zeta 1hu Alpha 
PanheUenic Council, Order of Omega, Pht 
::iigma, Alpha Chi Sigma, Helix, Greek Wee~ 
Queen2005 
Meghan Donnellan 
Where was your fauorite af-
ter hours place to hang out? 
Ground Round & The Grotto 
Sean DOLUell 
What are your plans for the 
future? 
Finci a job 
Name: Sean Dowell 
ajor: Computer Engineering 
criviries and Achievements: Band 
~ame: Tiffany Dooley 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Hometown: Kansas Ciry (the greatest cit') 
•ver!!) 
IAniviries md Achievements: Minority Engi-
neering Program, National Society of Bla~~ 
Engineers, and VOl 
Tiffany Dooley 
Who was your fauorite 
professor at UMR? 
Dr Erickson 
Dianna Dunning 
Where w as your jauorite 
Place on campus to study? 
Library 
!Name: Oionna Dunning 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Hometown: Sr Louis, MO 
AcriviciesandAchievemencs: ROTC, National 
Sodety of Black Engineers, VOJ, Minority 
Engineering Program, Chancellor's Leader 
ship Academy 
Name: Michael Ellebrechr 
Major: Electrical Engineering & Compute 
Engineedng 
Homerown: Wildwood. MO 
Name: B.-ian Epperson 
Michael Ellebrecht 
Senor Will: 
A list of professors 1\JOT to take. 
Reggie Epps 
Senior Will: Files. 
N~mc: Reggie Epps 
Major: Eilecrric:u Engineering 
Hometown: Sr. Louis 
~crivicies and Achievements: Emerson Scholar 
Alpha Phi Alpha 
Lindsay Epstein 
What u.Jill be your fond-
est m emory of UMR in 
ten y ears? 
Fencing anct Youn Who 
~yu 
Name: Lindsay Epsr~n 
Major: MerallurgicJ.I Engineering 
Homerown: Kansas Ciry, MO 
Activities and Achievements: Student Co unci 
- Mesnbtr ar Large, ASUM Boardmember 
Fencing Club, Youn Wha Rru. ASME 
Greg Etter 
What w ill be your fond-




Where was your fauor-
li te place on campus to 
~tudy? 
Study? 
Name: James Fisher 
Major: Civil Engineering 
!Hometown: Chadwick, MO 
!Name: Shane Francis 
~ajor: Electrical Engineering 
Hometown: Las Cruces, NM 
!Name: Greg Etter 
Major: Environmental Engineering 
Hometown: Fenton. MO 
Name: Kevin Fore 
!Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Hometown: Belleville, JL 
ActiviriesandAd1ievemenrs:AmericanSociery 
of Mechanical Engineers, KMNR- 89.7F111 
Radio DJ, Honor Roll, Voyager 
!Activities and Achievements: AFROTC 
jMilitary Aerospace Society 
Name: Qian Fu 
Major: Computer Science/Computer En-
~ineering 
Hometown: Branson, MO 
~ctivities and Achievements: HKN, UPE 
RHA,CSSA 
ame: Fiorella Giana 
ajor: Mining Engineering 
Gucrnica, Buenos Aires, Ar· 
crivities and Achievements: Lamda Sigma Pi 
Mine Rescue, Society of Mining Engineerin 
Women in Mining, Honor Roll 
arne: Mike Franco 
M:Yor: Engineering Management/Econom 
Hometown: Springfield, MO 
Name: Sarah Genz 
Major: Engineering Management 
Hometown: Warrenton, MO 
!Activities and Achievements: Panhel, Orde 
!of Omega, Kappa Delta, gamma Alpha Delta 
Epsilon Mu Era 
Sarah Genz 
What was your hard-
~st class at UMR and 
why? Any class that 
f3tarted at BAM. 
Fiorella Giana 
Senior Will: Leslie Olson 
- keep giuing people hell, 
and tell them what you 
think. Rock on Schlez. 
Name: Arturo Gurierre:o: 
ajor: Economics, Business Management 
Activities and Achievemcnrs: Tennis Te.~m 
cholar Arhlere Award for 3 consecutive years 
Economics senior wirh the highest academi 
rformance 
!Name: Adam Grelck 
!Major: Computer Bngineering/Compurct 
!Science 
Hometown: Chesrerfidd, MO 
Name: justin Hall 
M:tjor: Chemical Engineering 
Homerown: Wildwood, MO 
Activities and Achievemenrs: Track and Field 
Cro~s-Counrry. Fellowship of Chtisdan Arh 
lcres, Warer Polo 
!Name: Rachel Gropsicy 
Ryan Harris 
\!Vho was your fauorite 
orofessor at UMR? 
Dr Erickson 
Name: Charles Hawkins 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
lometown: Ozark. MO 
Name: joshua Hefti 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Hometown: Sr. Charles, MO 
Robert Henry 
What are your plans for 
the future? Mo' m oney, 
mo' money & guess 
what, euen mo' money! 
Name: Ryan Harris 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Hometown: Dupo, IL 
Acriviries and Achievements: Bera Sigma Ps1 
Inrerfmrernity Council 
Charles Hawkins 
What aduice clo you 
~aue for underclass-
m en? 
Play a sport. 
Joshua Hefti 
What w ill be your 
fondest m em ory of 
UMR in ten years? 
Graduating! 
Name: Robert Henry 
Major: Elecrrical Engineering 
Homerown: Sr. Louis 
Activities and Achievements: Kappa Alph. 
Psi, SUB Director of Comedy 
!Name: Stephen V. Hiatt 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Hometown: Kansas Ciry, MO 
!Activities and Achievements: UMR Baseball 
jchi Epsilon, LEAD 
!Name: Alyssia Huntington 
Jonathan Hines 
What are your p lans f or the future? Army 
Geoffrey Kleiboeker 
Name: Jonathan Hines 
Major: Aerospace Engineering 
Hometown: Forr Worth, TX 
!Name: Joshua Jacob 
Who w as y our fauorite prof essor at UMR? Dr. Nisbett 
Name: Orner Atacrn Kadiogly 
Seth Klem ent 
Name: Geoffrey Kleiboeker 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Hometown: Patoka, IL 
Activities and Achievements: American Sociery 
of Mechanical Engineers, Formula Car, Tau 
Beta Pi, Pi Tau Sigma 
What w ill be your f ondest m em ory of UMR in ten years? 
The look on eueryone's face w hen the Cardinals j ell short 
~n the playoffs again. 
Name: Serb Klement 
Major: IST 
Hometown: Kansas Ciry, MO 
Activities and Achievements: CCF, BSU, 
AID 
Name: Michelle Kuykcndal 
Major: Electrical Engineering/ Computer 
Engineering 
Hometown: St. Louis, MO 
AccivitiesandAchievements: Lotsofgoodsntlf, 
all of which might make you say"Ooo!·· 
Andrea l..awson 
Mechanical Engineering 
IA•CO\•Jru~s and Achievcmenrs: Chi 
Cheerleading, Omega Sigma, 
Sigma. Newman Cenrcr, Omicron 
UMN Scudenr Ambassador, 
Kappa Alpha Christmas Cnm11nitt·r d 
••urao•ua<ml! Cum Laude 
N:une: Catherine Kuzmcski 
M:ljor: Hisrory 
Hometown: Belchertown. MA 
1;\criviries and Achievements: Gold Mine1 
Dance Team, Fencing Club 
Name: Adam Lavallee 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Hometown: Ballwin 
Acriviries and Achicvemt'nrs: IEEE 
Name: William Lewis 
Major: Aerospace Engineering 
Homerown: Pacific, MO 
Activities and Achievements: CCF, SGT 
Name: Kurr Linsenbardt 
Name: Scan Mahoney 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major: Architectural Engineering 
Hometown: Lohman, MO 
Hometown: Florissant, MO 
Acriviries and Achievemems: Vice Po·csidem 
lof the Show-Me Anime Club 
Kurt Linsenbardt 
Senior Will: 
The locations at all the 
good places to nap on 
cam pus. 
Michelle Marincel 
Where was your fauorite 
after hours place to hang 
out? 
Newman -free food & 
great friends 
Name: Michelle Marinccl 
Major: Nuclear Engineering 
Homerown: StLouis, MO 
IAcriviries and Achievements: American 
Nuclear Socicry, Newman Cenrcr, Omicror 
Delra Kappa, PRO Leader, Smdent Ambas 
~dor, Orchcsrra 
Sean Mahoney 
What was your harclest 
class at UMR and why? 
Psychology, no t interesting 
Tricia Mattson 
Senior Will: 
My fauorite Grotto mug so 
it w ill haue many good 
times to com e. 
Name: Tricia Manson 
Major: Nuclear Engineering 
Hometown: Dixon. MO 
Acdvirics and Achievements: Chi Omega 
~heerleading, Delra Omicron Lambda, ANS 
BSU, OURE. TA 
Name: Adrieme Meng 
Name: Erin Miller 
criviries and Achievements: Phi Kappa Phi 
Kappa Mu Epsilon, Alpha Chi Sigma, Math 
maries Association of America 
!Name: Lynda Melgorego 
tMajor: Engineering Management 
Hometown: Mexico 
!Activities and Achievements: 3.0 Club, 2003 
ISH PE Student of the Year, M EP"Si Se Puede' 
Minority Recruitment Program Coordinato 
!Name: Joseph Michael 
!Major: Civil Engineering 
Homerown: Conyers, GA 
!Activities and Achievements: Chi Epsilon 
!Solar House, Army ROTC 
Lynda Melganjo 
Where is your fauorite place on 
campus to study? 
The MEP office (they haue 
~nacks, computers and music). 
arne: Tawnia A. Misak 
!Name: James Moynihan 
jName: Justin Munson 
~ajor: Nuclear Engineering 
Hometown: Warsaw, MO 
jA.criviries and Achievements: Fencing 
Name: Mike Murray 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Hometown: Manchester, MO 
Activities and Achievements: Formula SAE 
Kappa Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Individual Com· 
~unity Service Award 
!Name: Michael Ojo 
Major: Computer Engineering 
Homerown: Leawood, KS 
Name: Philip Norfolk 
Major: B.S. Psychology 
Homerown: Blue Springs 
11\criviries and Achievements: "Perfect 10' 
lmprov, Theao·e 
:Acriviries and Achievements: Srudcnc Union 
Board, Kappa Alpha Psi Frarerniry Inc 
• 
!Name: John O'Connell 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Hometown: Kansas Ciry 
Name: Ryan Oldani 
Acriviries and Achievements: RollaMO 
Samuel Patterson 
What was your hardest class 
at UMR and why? 
Heat transfer. It 's just hard. 
Name: Mark Pashia 
INamc: Samuel Patterson 
INfajor: Mechanical Engineering 
Homcwwn: Potosi, MO 
!Activities and Achievements: Cross Countr}' 
fr rack/Field 
Brandon Petty 
What are your plans for the 
future? 
Get a job, get married, haue 
kids, die. 
Name: Julie Orlich 
M:Yor: Civil and Architecrural Engineering 
Hometown: Kansas City, MO 
ame: Brandon Perry 
ajor: Computer Science 
Hometown: Liberry, MO 
: Business & Information Sysrems 
Name: Rebecca Pohlman 
!Major: Applied Math & Economics 
Hometown; Arnold, MO 
iAcrivities:mdAchievemenrs: Chi Omega, Or-
~er of Omega, P:mhellenic Council, Omicron 
Delra K.~ppa 
Name: Daniel Lee Wilson Pope 
IM:\.iOr: Psychology 
:Hometown: Fe.~rus 
!Name: Frances Pratt 
Name: Adam Raderic 
Stephanie Prather 
Where was your 
~auorite after hours 
I]Jlace to hang out? 
The Grotto, duh! 
arne: Erin Pringle 
Major: Biological Sciences 
Hometown: Rolla 
Activities and Achievements: Phi Sigma, Phi 
Era Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Homecown: Sr. Louis 
ctivities and Achievements: Phi Kapp 
'hera 
Adam Radetic 
What are your plans 
for the future? 
Get rich or die trying! 
Domcnilo Puleo 
Name: Janet Ragon 
Neil Randol 
Where was your fauorite af-
ter hours p lace to hang out? 
After hours? This is UMR!! 
Rolanda Reed 
What was your hardest 
r:-lass at UMR and w hy? 
Chemical Engineering Econ-
omies. The professor did eu-
ery problem on Math Cad!! 
Name: Neil Randol 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Hometown: Cape Girardeau 
Name: Rolanda Reed 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
!Hometown: St. Louis, MO 
!Activities and Achievements: National So-
iety of Black Engineers, American Jnsrinm 
fof Chemical Engineers, Association of Blad 
~tudents 
Rebecca Reed 




What will be your fond-
est m emory of UMR in ten 
lVears? 
St. Pats 
Name: Chris Reinke 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
!Hometown: Springfield, IL 
Name: Rebecca Reed 
[Major: Aerospace Engineering 
Hometown: Union 
!Activities and Achievements: Kappa Ddt. 
~nember, Amarcur Radio Club member 
~ame: Daniel Robert 
Patricia Robertson 
lSeni or Will: 
~ame: Brad Robercs 
Major: Computer Engineering 
Hometown: K.C., MO 
Activities and Achievements: HKN, TB® 
azz Band 
I[Jetermination to work throuah the oain - Ladu Muckers. 
~ame: Patricia Robertson 
~ajor: Mining Engineering 
Homerown: Rolla, MO 
Activities and Achievements: Society of Min 
· ng, Metallurgy & Exploration; Internationa 
~ociery of Explosive Engineers; Women In 
Mining 
Name: Sarah Rosenbaum 
Major: Computer Engineering 
Hometown: Peoria, IL 
Sarah Rosenbaum 
What are your plans for the future? 
Get a iob, aet married. 
ajor: Aero~pace Engmeenng 
omerown: Bangkok. ·n,aibnd 
!Name: Andrew Rucker 
I'Ybjor: Civil 
Honmown: Springfield, MO 
Acovl[ies and Achievements: Human Powered. 
Vehicle Team 
INJmc: Angie Scherr 
IMJjor: Enganeering MaMgemem 
Hometown: jefferson Cit:y 
jAcriviries and Achicvemenrs: Kappa Delta 
p rder of Omega, Panhelleric Council, Chan 
dlor I tadcrshap Academy, Epsilon Mu Eta 
ASEM 
Name: Juan Salas 
arne: Karen Schindler 
Josef Segle 
Senior Will: 
Inebriation, keep the 
tradition! 
ajor: Aerospace Engineering 
Hometown: Lamesa, TX 
nme: Srephanie Schondelme)•er 
ajor: Mechanic:\~ Engineering 
-lomcrown: O'Fallon, MO 
Acrivides and Achievemenrs: Socicl')' o 
'Women Engineers, Undcrgr:uluare Research 
Maggie Seuer 
Whot will be your 
fanciest m em ory of 
UMR in ten y ears?: 
St. Pats & Chicago 
trip Luith my History 
~74 class. 
Name: Maggie (Margucrira) Seve•· 
M:yor: Architectural Engineering 
l!;omerown: Sikeston, MO 
~ctivicies and Achievemenrs: ArchitectUral 
!Engineering l'nstirure, Amcricnn Society o 
~ivil Engineers, Concrete Canoe 
Name: Christina Sherman 
Major: Psychology 
Hometown: Steelville, MO 
!Name: Snjana Shrresrha Name: Justin Shropshire 
!Name: Jeanne Shipman 
[Major: Mathematics 
Hometown: Holts Summit 
f'\crivities and Achievements: Society ofWom 
fcn Engineers, Student Missouri State Teacher' 
f'\ssociation, Thomas Jefferson/Residence Hal 
f'\ssociarion, National Dean's List 
Christina Sherman 
Where was your ja-
uorite place on cam-
lpus to study? 
Psychology Lounge 
Jeanne Shipman 
What w ill be your 
fondest m em ory of 
UMR in ten years? 
Thomas Jef erson 
arne: Paulinho E. Smith 
ajor: Electrical Engineering 
Hometown: Sr. Louis 
Name: Joseph Sicbcrr 
Major: Aerospace Engineering 
Hometown: St. Louis 
Activities and Achievements: Sigma Gamm, 
au,MRSAT 
Name: Nina Smith 
ajor: Business & Management Systems 
ctivities and Achievements: Student Organi 
ation of Business, Economics & lnformatio 
echnology; T.I.E.S. 
Joseph Siebert 
What aduice do 
:you haue for un-
derclassmen? 
!Rolla is as fun as 
!you make it. 
Paulinho E . Smith 
What aduice do 
:you haue for un-
derclassmen? 
Don 't get so 
stressed out, it 's all 
going to be okay. 
Name: Joshua SncUcr 
!Name: Tanisha Starks 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Hometown: Kansas Ciry, MO 
lr\criviries and Achievements: Alpha Thera 
pmcga Christian Sororit)' lncorpor:ucd 
American lnsrirure o f Chemical Engineers 
.Bill Gares Millennium Scholar, Voices o! 
Inspiration Gospd Choir 
Name: Kalic Srolrs 
Major: Business; Managcmenr Sysrems 
Homcrown: .Ballwin, MO 
Ryon Stott 
vVhere cuas your fauor-




Where was your fauorite 
after hours place to hang 
out? 
zero Fiue Cafe 
Name: Steven Stegner 
Katie Stolts 
What was your hardest 
class at UMR and why? 
All of my programming 
classes; they were chal-
lenging! 
Name: Ryan Storr 
Major: Aerospace Engineering and Econom 
·cs/Finances 
Hometown: Cape Girardeau, MO 
ajor: Civil Eng. 
Name: Aprii-Jo Tan April-Jo Tan 
Hometown: Springfield, MO 
Activities and Achievements: Zcra Tau Alpha 
ociety of Women Engineers, Omega Sigma 
What are your plans 
lfor the future?: vVork at 
!McDonald's & haue 5 
lkicis. 
April-Jo Tan 
What are your plans 
lfor the future?: Work at 
McDonald's & haue 5 
!kids. 
Name: Katie Thompson 
M,Yor: Electrical Engineering 
Hometown: St. Louis, MO 
!Name: Sarah Taylor 
!Major: Metallurgical Engineering 
Hometown: Maryville, MO 
IAcrivitiesandAchievemenrs: Chrisri:m Cam 
!Pus PeUowship. American Foundry Society 
Intemarional Srudenrs Club, Phi Era Sigma 
!Circle K, Foundry Edu~rion Foundation 
!Activities and Achievements: Blue Key Presi 
~em, Society of Women Engineers Presidenr 
PresidcnroflnstiruceofEiccrrical & Electron· 
·cs Engineers, Zeta Tau Alpha, Omeg:t Sigma 
~rudenr Union Board 
Katie Thompson 
What w ill be your 
!fondest memory of 
UMR in te11 y eors?: 
VVl my ~}ears liuing in 
IZTJ-\. 
L ee Thornburg 
What aduice do you 
V1aue for underclass-
m en? 
Pon 't s leeJ) in class. 
!Name: Lee 1l1ornburg 
Major: Aerospace Engineering 
HometOwn: Moberly. MO 
IAcrivaries and Achie\'Cmenrs: Lambda Ch' 
!AlphA, lntcrcollegiacc Knlghrs. MR SAT 
PrderofOmega, Blue Kcr 
Name: Ross Tooker 
~bjor: Electrical Engineering 
Hometown: RJ}·town 
Trinea Evonne 'Iurncr 
~a me: Adam Tiehes 
!l-lajor: Architectural Engineenng/ Civi 
Engineermg 
Hometown: Perryville, MO 
Activities and Achie•·cments: Phi Kappa 
Thera fi-aternir:y, Carbolic Newman Center 
American Society of Civil Engmeers, Ar 
·hitecrural Engineer Institution, Knights o 
Columbus, Rolla Council 2627, UMR/RT! 
:Solar House Team 
Name: Amy Turnbough 
Ross Tooker 
What was your hardest 
!Class at UMR and w hy? 
Partial Differential Equations 
- had to know euery leuel of 
math pretty well 
Trinea Turner 
What aduice do you 
haue for underclass-
m en? 
Call on God at all times! 
Melissa Veit 
Where was your fauor-
ite after hours place to 
hang out? My room 
- Yay for Mouie Nights! 
Matthew M. Voss 
Where was your fa-
uorite p lace on cam-
pus to study? 
At my room 
Major: Environmental Engineering 
Homcrown: Moberly, Missouri 
ctivities and A(;hievcmcnrs: Water Environ 
nenr Federation: Vice Presidenr('OS), Recruit 
ent Chair ('04); Society of Hispanic Profes 
ional Engineers (SHPE): Activity Chair ('02 
03 ), Treasurer ('01 ); Civil EngineeringSruden 
mbassador; M inoriry Engineering Progra 
3.0 Club; Member of UMR National Hono 
Name: Brian VanHoeckc 
~arne: Melissa Veit 
ir'Jame: Matthew M. Voss 
~ajor: Civil Engineering 
!Hometown: Beaufort, MO 
Major: Information Science & Technology 
Hometown: Florissant, MO 
!Activities and Achievements: UMR Techs 
IFencing Club 
!Activities and Achievements: American So 
iery of Civil Engineers, Catholic Newma1 
jcenter, Tau Beta Pi, Chi Epsilon, Phi Kappa 
Pi, Honor Roll 
Kyran Weauer 
Senior Will: I leaue behind 
my ability to drink in mass 
quantities and wake up 
the following morning and 
break bench press records. 
Justin White 
What acluice c1o you haue 
lfor underclassm en? 
Don 't clo it! 
Name: Kandyce Mari Wheder 
Major: Chemical Engineering 
Homerown: Sr. Louis, Missouri 
!Acriviries and Achievements: RollaMO 
Name: justin Whire 
Major: Geological Engineering 
Hometown: Lee's Summit, Missouri 
!Activiries and Achievements: Cross Counrry 
If rack and Field, Sigma Gamma Epsilon 
IN:tme: Kyran \Veaver 
Major: Biological Sciences 
Homerown: Counrry Club Hills, IL 
!Acriviries and Achieveruenrs: Foorball 
~hancellor's Leadership Academy, Stud.en 
~ouncil, Srudenr Acriviry Fee Board, Black 
~an's Think Tank, Kappa Alph:t Psi 
Name: Bradley White 
Major: Archirccrural Engincea·ing 
Homerown: Cameron, MO 
arne: Melis.~a White 
M:yor: Business Admin. 
Hometown: Ottumwa, lA 
!Name: Chuck Williams 
Marjor: Physics 
Homewwn: Poplar Bluff, MO 
Activities and Achievements: Main stage 
~earre (6 ~hows), "Perfccr 10" lmpro''• St11 
~em Leadership Conference 2006, Omicror 
Delca Kappa 
Name: Althea Wilson 
ajor: Aerospace Engineering 
Acrivities and Achievemenrs: Sigma Gamma 
au. MR Sat. Chrisrian Campus Fellowship 
Name: Nathan Williams 
Major: Elccrrical Engineering Minor: Math 
~maries 
Hometown: St. Louis, MO 
Activiriesand Adtievemenrs: Kappa Alpha Psi 
~UB Director of Film and Video, 3.0 Club 
UMRFoorbaiJ 
Chuck William s 
What was y our hardest 
class at UMR and w hy? 
Thermal Physics- too 
m uch m ath. 
Nathan William s 
~enior \Vii/: 1 lcOL'f' l.Jehinc1 111!J 
obi/it~) to .foil osleep in closs. 
u..1oke up. correcti!J onsux~r the 
t<:>nchc:c then foil lx1ck 10 slee1 ). 
Name: Q in Xiu 
Major: Biological Science 
Hometown: China 
Name: Genevieve Wise 
Major: Aerospace Engineering 
Hometown: Monett, MO 
Activities and Achievements: Kappa Delta 
University Choir 
!Activities and Achievements: Make friends 
vith students and fitculty 
Name: Eray Yalcin 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Hometown: Turkey (Istanbul) 
~a me: Josh Worley 
Major: Nuclear Engineering 
Hometown: Republic, MO 
Activities and Achievements: Americat 
Nuclear Society, Alpha Epsilon Pi fraternity 
Activities and Achievements: Member o 
Turkish Student Assoc., Placed in Honor 
Roll in Fall2001 
Geneuieue Wise 
What w ill be your fond-
est memory of UMR in 
ten years? Good times 
with my KD sisters. 
Eray Yalcin 
What are your plans for 
the future? After gradu-
'{l tion, I will return to 
~stanbul and start work-
ling with my father. 
ame: Jeffrey Young 
M,Yor: Mechanical Engineering 
ctivities and Achievements: Pi Tau Sigm 
{ME Honor Society), History Club, Socie 
fAll Paths 
Jeffrey Young 
Name: Elizabeth Zuchck 
!Major: Chemistry 
Hometown: House Springs, MO 
~ctivities and Achievements: Phi Sigm 
Rho 
What aduice do you haue for underclassmen? 
Don't do it for the money. Mark Twain put it best 
-"Make your uocation your uacation." 
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Eric Abbott 52 
Brandon Adams 48, 56, 
65 
Adrienne England 81 
Hope Von Ahsen 62 
Adriana Aldana 49 
Mohammed Al-Maskary 
79 
Sunisa Amomwattana 78 
Brandie Amsden 172 
Herman Armstrong 56 
Kris Atkins 172 
Nathan Averett 1 72 
Nathan Ayres 50 
Wichitsawat Suksawat N 
yudhya 78 
B 
Tyler Baker 7 4 
Christopher Bales 172, 
216 
Tara Banaszek 54 
Kerrie Barnes 173 
Terri Barnes 65 , 79 
Joe Bartlett 72 
Navarre Bartz 72 
David Bash 52 
Taylor Bass 51 
Kellee Batton 49 
Andrew Baughman 72 
Matthew Bayne 173 
Brian Bear 72 
Michael Becker 80 
Kristin Beckmeyer 173 
11 
Amy Bedey 73 
Ray Beezley 74 
Stephanie Bell 173 
Hugh Benhasdt 174 
Benedict Benito 53, 72 
Donte Bennett 48 65 
' ' 
2 
Jerel Bemasek 59 75 
' ' 
6 
Al Bias 60 
Sherry Bilbrey 73 
Kendal Bishop 50 
Josh Black 
Rene Blackwood 82 
Chaz Blaschke IV 53 
Kerri Blight 174 
Terry Blue 59 
Kira Bluebaum 17 4 
Robert Bogie 59 
Meghan Bohnert 174 
Ponysathorn Boongir 
8 
Ryan Van Booven 64 
Amy Boulch 58 
Meagan Boyd 83 
Jon Brace 75, 76 
Mike Bradley 1 7 5 
Julie Breckenridge 17 5 
Kevin Breitenstein 72 
Ronald Brey 50 
Jonathan Bridges 80 
Kim Brower 62 
Mike Brower 62 
Keith Brown 70 
Dionne Brozon 48, 65 
Hannah Bruce 83 
Jeremy Bryant 175 
Tavis Bryant 17 5 
Jermaine Burks 176 
Justin Butler 7 5, 77 
c 
Chris Campbell 48, 65 
Lindsey Campbell 59 
Ariel Campos 62 
Gary Cannon 48, 65 
Nathan Carlson 1 7 6 
Jus tin Carr 52 
Andrea Cascio 59 
Eric Chamberlain 52 
Nielson Chapman 17 6, 
214 
Wes Chappell 75 , 76 
Amanda Chasteen 49 
Lindsay Chasten 58 
Anthony Chiles 56, 7 5 
Katie Clark 53 
• Berton Cobb 17 6 
Jesse Collins 177 
Christyn Collum 60 
Wesley Collins 177 
Keith Connell 177 
Carla Cotita 73 
Joe Counsil 81 
Barrett Counts 1 7 8 
William Cowely 50 
Brina Crouch 59 
Chris Crowell 65 
Bradley Culen 178 
Tom Cunningham 70 
Ezra Czuba 49 
D 
Dan Daegling 59, 75 , 76 
Becky Dalton 62 
Scott Dalton 62 
Adam DaMoude 178 
Adam Daniel 50 
Alyse Dannenberg 70 
Julian Davenport 79 
Ryan Davidson 58, 64, 
178 
Andre Davis 48, 65 
Gary Davis 52 
Krista Davis 73 
Sascha Davis 179 
Cory Demieville 179 
Alex Dempsey 64 
Matt Denis 50 
Chad DeShon 1 79 
Jeremy Dick 179 
Renny Dillinger 54 
JeffDivis 50 
Travis M Dixon 58 
Meghan Donnellan 180 
Tiffany Dooley 82, 180, 
207 
Sean Dowell 180 
Elisabeth Dowil 49 
Katherine Downs 58 
Dan Drury 52 
Jon Drury 51 
Erin Duggan 77 
Matt Dukeman 60 
Chris Dunnaway 52 
Dionna Dunning 82, 180 
Michael Durbin 7 4, 7 
76 
Kyle Duvall 80 
E 
Lauren Easterley 7 5, 7 6 
Daniel Edwards 48, 65 
Ryan Elam 52 
Michael Ellebrecht 181 
Daria Ellis 49 
Emilie Els 62 
Brian Epperson 181 
Reggie Epps 181, 20 
208 
Lindsay Epstein 181 
Neal Essner 72 
Ben Esteban 69 
Greg Etter 83, 182 
Brian Ewert 74 
F 
Brett Factory 56 
Nate Feldmann 77 
Tim Forb is 81 
Brianna Force 58 
Philip Ford 74 
Kevin Fore 182 
Yakov Filipets 51 
William Finley 48, 65 
James Fisher 52, 182 
Mike Flagg 50 
Nathan Francis 74 
Shane Francis 182 
Mike Franco 183 
Charlie Frankoviglia 79 
Jacques Fransaw 56 
Jonathon Frasch 50 
Tony Friedman 51 
Qian Fu 183 
G 
John Gantner 51 
Kyle Ganz 58 
Dayna Gaston 75 , 76 
Sarah Genz 183 
Paul Gholson 62 
Fiorella Giana 183 
Elliot Giles 7 4 
Melissa Giles 77 
Natalie Gorman 59 
Kelly Goss 83 
Tom Goter 50 
Arnie Grant 70 
Adam Grelck 184 
Stephen Grelle 60 
Willie Griffin 48 65 
' ' 
Alex Griffith 74 
Beth Groenke 7 5, 7 6 
Jeff Gittemeier 75 , 76 
Rachel Gropsicy 184 
Arturo Gutierrez 184 
H 
Alyson Habermehl 51 , 
9 
Justin Hall 184 
Atlu Happymeal 74 
Nathan Harl 63 
Kristen Harris 63 
Ryan Harris 185 
Tara Harris 63 
Jared T Harrison 7 4 
JeffHarrouff 50 
Adam Hart 69 
Kurt Haslag 59 
Trevor Haupt 62 
Charles Hawkins 185 
Matt Hawkins 54 
Timon Hazell 59 
Joshua Hefti 52, 185 
Korakot Hemsathapat 78 
Robert Henry 77, 185, 
190 
Amy Henson 62 
Stephen V. Hiatt 186 
David Hill 75, 76 
Tim Hill 60 
Jonathan Hines 186 
Thomas Hoecker 75, 76 
Elizabeth Hogancamp 
63 
Paul Hogerbe 49 
Phillip Holloway 81 
Jauquin Holmes 48, 65 
Jordan Holmes 80 
Denneth Hubbman 74 
Lauren Huchingson 
54, 75, 76 
Sunnie Hughes 70 
Dominic Hull 48, 65 
Doug Hunsicker 74 
Reanea Hunter 50 
Alyssia Huntington 186 
Gina Hurst 73 
I 
Leah Irwin 59 
J 
Joshua Jacob 186 
Broadus Jeffcoat-Sacc 
8 
Thomas Jerris 58 
Jeff Joggerst 50 
Scott Johnson 54 
Mark Jones 48, 56, 65 
Oratai J ongpratccp 7 8 
Ryan Joyce 58 
K 
Orner Atacrn Kadiog 
187 
Jason Kaiser 58 
Maria Kargus 83 
Phil Kauzlarich 74 
Adam Kay 69 
Kan Kienitz 74 
Adam King 74, 80 
Will Kirby 59 
Alan Kirsch 50 
Geoffrey Kleiboeker 53 
187 
Seth Klement 187 
Matt Krey ling 51 
Zak Kulage 50 
Mike Kuligowski 58 
Michelle Kuykenda 
187 
Catherine Kuzrneski 188 
L 
Mike Lampe 50 
Joe Landis 74 
Brian Lange 80 
Ben Larson 81 
Dan Lasco 58 
Adam Lavallee 188 
Andrea Lawson 188 
Mark Layton 74 
Tony Le 72 
Martha Leahy 51 
Jon Leek 64 
Claire Lehman 77 
Josh Lehman 59 
William Lewis 188 
Adam Lininger 62 
Kurt Linsenbardt 189 
Tova Lipperd 49 
Everett Litton 51 
David Longrie 59 
Courtney Loveless 49, 
82 
Ray Luechtefeld 72 
Emilie Lueker 60 
M 
Sean Mahoney 189 
Patrick Maloney 70 
Michelle Marincel 50 
189 
Michele Martin 63 
Ryan Martinson 70 
Tricia Mattson 189 
Jason McCall 50 
Naomi McCall 48, 65 
Nickolas McFowland 
8, 65, 79 
Natalie McGavock 77 
Jenna McGregor 59 
Mark McNeaL 69 
Timmy Meissen 80 
Lynda Melgorego 184 
190 
Charles Melton 75 , 79 
Adrieme Meng 190 
Kevin Mennel 70 
Mike Mertzlufft 76 
Kathy Metiever 82 
David Meyer 62 
Diana Meyer 54 
Joseph Michael 190 
Jake Midkiff 59 
Alex Mier 74 
Paula Mihalcik 83 
David Miles 75 , 76 
Alicia Miller 77 
Erin Miller 190 
Tawnia A. Misak 191 
Trey Mitchell 48, 65 
Jeremiah Mohan 74 
Jed Momot 51 
Ty'Lisha Moore 48, 65 
Wendy Moore 63 
Tamala Morris 82 
Marya Morrison 64, 70 
Deborah S Mosher 73 
Ben Moss 81 
Randy Moss 81 
James Moynihan 49, 191 
Mandi Mueller 60 
Nathan Mundis 75 , 76 
Justin Munson 191 
Bill Murphy 74 
Mike Murray 191 
N 
Dana Narconis 63 
Candace Nelson 65 
Mitchell Niehoff 69 
Bryce Noelle 51 
Jason Nolte 72 
Philip Norfolk 69, 192 
0 
Dan O'Connell 63 
John 0' Connell 192 
Michael Ojo 77, 192 
Ryan Oldani 192 
Maneerat Ongwandee 78 
Michael Orlando 77 
Julie Orlich 52, 193 
Steven Ortiz 65 
p 
Virginia Pacy 74 
Adam Parker 63 
Sarah Parry 73 
Mark Pashia 193 
Hirai Patel 50 
Samuel Patterson 193 
Doug Payne 80 
Adam Peetz 83 
Mandy Pershing 70 
Brandon Petty 193 
Chris Pieper 72 
Scott Pitsch 62 
Rebecca Pohlman 194 
David Pollact 72 
Leia Ponder 50 
Phillip Ponzer 72 
Daniel Lee Wilson Pop 
194 
Kerry Poppa 72 
Stephanie Prather 194, 
12 
Frances Pratt 194 
Garrett Prestegard 83 
Jerry Kevan Prinds 64 
Erin Pringle 195 
Domenilo Puleo 195 
Steve Puzach 60 
R 
Michelle Rader 62 
Adam Radetic 195 
Janet Ragon 195 
Nathan Ramseyer 62 
Neil Randol 72, 196 
Matt Rankins 59 
Janet Raymer 58 




Jon Reinigal 64 
81' 196 
49, 65 
Chris Reinke 196 
Max Resnick 74 
Eric Reuther 53 
Tiffani Rhodess 212, 23 
Erik Richardson 56 
Katie Ring 83 
Daniel Robert 197 
Brad Roberts 197 
Clinton Roberts 58 
Patricia Robertson 197 
Timothy Robillard 72 
Paul Robinette 81 
Andrew Ronchetto 75 
6 
Sarah Rosenbaum 197 
Kelly Ross 62 
Phillip Ross 64 
Anthony Roth 52 
Eric Roth 52 
Steve Rothermich 60 
Lucas Rottler 51 
Andrew Rucker 198 
Tessa C Russell 72 
Devon Rumbaugh 80 
Daniel Ryan 53, 59, 74, 
5, 76 
Kyle Rybacki 58 
Juan Salas 198 
Tara Sall 51 
Tom Sarantakos 69 
Adam Sass 63 
Voravit Satittawornch · 
8, 198 
Karen Schindler 193, 
199 
Luke Scheele 62 
Angie Scherr 198 
Philip Schloss 59 
Stephanie Schondelmey 
199 
Tom Schuman 60 
Christopher Schwartz 7 4 
Cameron Schweiss 52 
Rachadapom Seemamah-
..... ~~~~op 78 
Josef Segle 199 
Marguerita Sever 199 
Shefali Shah 51, 59 
Peter Shih 72 
Kiernan Shea 74 
Rachel Shen 76 
Christina Sherman 200 
Jeanne Shipman 200 
Jason Short 80 
Snjana Shrrestha 
00 
Justin Shropshire 200 
Laura Sicking 60 
Joseph Siebert 201 
Ryan Sitzes 52, 83 
Kevin Slatier 75, 76 
Christina Smith 70 
Cory Smith 81 
Darrin Smith 74 
Nina Smith 201 
Paulinho Smith 201 , 206 
Victor Smith 50 
Joshua Sneller 201 
David Snodgrass 62 
Scott Spychala 50 
Anuwat Srivdom 78 
Tanisha Starks 82, 173 
02, 207 
Steven Stegner 202 
Kate Stephan 70 
Richard Stephenson 59 
Katie Stolts 202 T 
Stacy Story 58 
Ryan Stott 202 
Janet Strange 74 
Chris Stryker 63 
Kiley Summers 48 65 
' 
Beth Swafford 50 
Michelle Swenty 63 
April-Jo Tan 203 
Corey Taylor 51 
Sarah Taylor 203 
Katie Telthorst 7 4 
Joe Terry 75, 76 
Eric Theiss 60 
Katie Thompson 203 
Lee Thornburg 60, 
203 
Jaruwan Tiansuwan 78 
Adam Tiehes 204 
Ross Tooker 204 
Jake Truemper 62 
Anna Trumble 74 
Amy Turnbough 204 
Trinea Turner 191 204 
' ' 
220 
John Tyler 72 
-v 
Abraham VanDyke 70 
Brian VanHoecke 205 
Leonor Valdez-Sanchez 
205 
Amanda Vaughn 54 
Melissa Veit 205 
Warapom Viyanon 78 
Matthew M. Voss 52, 
205 
Paul Voss 74 
Drew Wackenbach 74 
Bryce H Wagner III 58 
Drew Walkenbach 51 
Greg Wallace 74 
Bob Ward 63 
Shannon Warren 60 
Kyran Weaver 191 , 206 
Josh Weiderrich 59 
Lance Weinmann 77 
Daniel Welty 72 
Kandyce Wheeler65, 206 
07,217 
Bradley White 206 
ustin White 206 
Melissa White 207 
Bryan Williams 79 
Chuck Williams 69,207 
Daronn Williams 48, 
5, 76, 83 
Megan Williams 48, 
5,82 
Nathan Williams 184 
07 
Stephanie Willinger 73 
Althea Wilson 207 
James Wilson 48, 65, 
9 
Genevieve Wise 208 
Danny Woltering 70 
James Woner 75 , 76 
Josh Worley 50, 208 
Lisa Wulff 83 
X 
Qin Xiu 208 
y 
Eray Yalcin 208 
Jeffrey Young 209 
z 
John Ziegler 77 
Elizabeth Zuchek 209 

831 SOUTH 21ST STREET 
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI 63103 
PHONE: 314-621-0525 I FAX 314-621-0722 
Congratulations Graduates!!!!!! 
U.S. Paint Corporation 
U.S. Paint specializes in the development, manufacture and 
support of advanced one component and two component 
coatings for plastics. 
To those who apply our products, the U.S. Paint name is 
synomymous with "quality and durability." Commitment to 
service from all levels of our corporation helps us continually 
exceed our customer's expectations. 
Professional Opportunities Include: 
Research and Development Chemists 
Chemical Engineers 
Plant Engineers 
Manufacturing Process Positions 
Quality Control and Quality Assurance 
To learn more, visit our website at www.uspaint.com 
CONGRATULATIONS 
to the Class of 2006 
"MAKING THE WORLD 
A CLEANER PLACE" 
f"\ 
FREEMAN UNITED 
COAL MINING COMPANY 
4440 ASH GROVE, SUITE A 
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62708 
217-698-3300 
CONGRA TtltA TIONS 
to the class of 2006 
from the alumni at SCI Engineering. 
William J. Green. P.E .• Chairman - B.S. '68, M.S. '69 
Mark A. Harms. P.E .• President- B.S. '83. M.S. '85 
William J. Guerdan. P.E., Senior Vice President - B.S. '80 
Karl E. Ruhmann, P.E., Vice President- B.S. '84 
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SCI ENGINEERING, INC. 




Manufacturer of automotive 
service equipment ... 
Distributed Worldwide 
11250 Hunter Drive· Bridgeton, MO 63044 
1-800-448-6848 
Visit Our Web Site at: www.hunter.com 
•
::: GEOTECHNOLOGY.INC. 
ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 
ST. LOUIS • COLLINSVILLE • KANSAS CITY 
&nfft~ulat.Uu~ to. tlie. ~" o-f. 2006 fw.m. {Jwt, 
U.M.!R. Cl1umni and ([ff t& &np~ o-f. 
~w.io.gy., :ltu:.. 
Philip A. Jozwiak; B.S. 1966, Prof. C.E. 2000 
Andrew J. Polcyn; B.S. 1969 
Dominic J. Grana; B.S. 1972, M.S. 1975 
Mark A. Roenfeldt; B.S. 1978, M.S. 1980 
Ronald F. Williams; B.S. 1980, M.S. 1981 
Dale M. Smith; B.S. 1981 
Dennis F. Boll; B.S. 1981 , M.S. 1982 
Jeffrey P. Klein ; B.S. 1982 
Richard M. Solomon; B.S. 1983, M.S. 1994 
William C. Jones; B.S. 1986 
Shawna Murray; B.S. 1987 
Karen Albert; B.S. 1992, M.S. 1994 
Matthew H. McQuality; B.S. 1993, M.S. 1996 
MichaelS. Roark; B.S. 1997, M.S. 1998 
Glen L. Adams; B.S. 1997, M.S. 1998 
Eric J. Neuner; B.S. 1999, M.S. 2001 
Craig K. Kaibel; B.S. 2003, M.S. 2004 
(J~ au1.6tmulim; o.pp~ f.M au1.6tmulinf! 
fJ!«tdttaleo in ~ and e/Wiw.nnwttcd enginwting-. 
Geotechnology, Inc. 
St. Louis, MO • Collinsville, IL • Kansas City, KS 
www.geotechnology.com • 314-997-7 440 
Wether you are 
looking for a new 
vehicle something from 
a service appointment for 
your current vechicle, 
our team will provide 
you with excellent 
c ustomer service. 
FIVE STAR 
.00000, 
Does Graduation Have You 
Jl 
Ground Yourself with these UMR Grads! 
Rohn Abbott, 1966, 1968 
Chris Groves, 1968, 1969 
Richard Frueh, 1975, 1976, 2002 
Bill Kremer, 1981 
Frank Wuttig, 1983 
Tom Abkemeier, 1987, 1992 
Jason Frierdich, 1999 
Kyle Kershaw, 1999 
Scott Walker, 1999 
Pat Kinsella , 2000, 2005 
David Asunskis, 2004 
2043 Westport Center Drive Saint Louis, Missouri 63146 
(314) 699-9660 Fax: (314) 699-9661 
www.shannonwilson.com 
P I Z Z A 
lmo's-The only place in town to get the 
original St. Louis Style pizza, complete with 
zesty tomato sauce, fresh ingredients 
and Provel cheese, baked to perfection 
on a thin , crispy crust. 
(573) 341-8484 
6328 South Bishop, Rolla 
MSM.UMR Alumni Association 
YLL/L IJFI ALUMNI ABBDCIA 
DELANO ::· .. ;;;; 
w 
MERAMEC OIL COMPANY, INC. 
301 W. WASHINGTON 
ST. JAMES, MO 65559 
(314) 265-3266 
CDNE;FIATULA TIDNB 
TDTHE CLASS DF 
ii!CI IOIB 
Tour the World's Largest 
Barrel Factory! 
~I so ... Gourmet Foods, BBQ 
Sauces, Unique Giftware & 
Glassware, Over 500 Wines 
& Bourbons in Our Store! 
We Have Free Wine Tasting! 
1100 South Jefferson, llebanon, MC> 65536 
7 Days a Week-363 Days a Year 
ifelephone: (417) 532-7700 
Find your future at HBE. 
"I would recommend HBE to anyone interested in pursuing a 
construction related field." says John Kelton, Rolla grad and 
IIBE Assistant Project Manager." Working for HBE presents 
new and interesting challenges everyday," adds Brett 
Goodman, Rolla grad and HBE Chief Engineer. 
We're a nationwide provider of design and construction for 
hospitals, medical buildings, and financial facilities. IIBE is 
annua ll y ranked among the top design-build firms by 
Engineering News Record and a great place to build your 
career. 
11330 Olive Boulevard, St. Louis, MO 63141 • (314) 567-9000 • www.hbecorp.com • resumes@hbecorp.com 
Amanda Geiger bought these sunglasses 
~10 MISSOURI 
~REDIT UNION 
to wear on spring break. She wore them only once 
before she was killed by a drunk driver. 
why a credit union? 
free checking with no minimum balance 1 free online 
banking and billpay I low rate auto loans 1 free debit 
and atm cards I visa credit cards 1 bank checks and 
money orders I visa travelmoney and giftcards 1 
investment and savings products Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk. 
Portable Welding! 
when you open an account at MID MISSOURI 
CREDIT UNION, you are not only a member, but 
also an owner 1 profits from the credit union will be 
given back to you and you wi ll always have a voice in 
how the credit union is ran 
call , come by, or check out our website for more info 
Rolla 
590 Blues Lake Parkway 
(573) 364-6936 
Waynesville 
1300 Historic 66 West 
(573) 77 4-3200 




395 East Highway 32 
( 417) 533-5368 
www .midmocu .com 
"Fully Insured" 
Bill's Custom Welding 
&Pre-Fab 
Serving the Area Since 1979 - Bill Nash - Owner 
Hydraulic Hoses· Cast· Stainless· Aluminum· Magnesium Steel 
Large Supply of Steel and Nuts & Bolts in Stock 
Ornamental Iron With Repair On Heavy And Farm Equipment 
Trailer Hitches· Boat & Canoe Repair· Boat Trailers 
Kelderman Air Ride· Fire Extinguishers 
WF- Beams • Structuraii-Beams 
(573) 364-5738 · Mon-Fri 8-5 ·Sat-Sun Closed 
12970 State Rt CC (2 Miles On CC Hwy) • Rolla, Missouri 65401 
Qolla OTea 
Top Row: Daniel Robert, Aj Bedwell, Trinea Turner, Dawnelyn Ourrsbourn, 
Zachary Anderson-Boland 
Bottom Row: Scott Albon, Partrick Prawitz, Ryan Oldani, Jeff Brown, Yongsuk 
Cho 
Left to Right: Johnathan McDaniel, Ryan Oldani , Trinea Turner, Mark 
McNeal, and Christopher Bales 
Friesens 
Tho-~ 
t::::.\ Pnnted In c.n.cs. 
~ onAdd-F~PIII* 

WOW ... are we finished yet! Well if you haven't figured it 
out by now my name is Trinea Turner, the Editor In Chief of 
the 2005-2006 Rolla MO. It's been a long struggle, challenge, party, etc. to get 
this book out and published. Myself and my wonderful team of staff members 
worked so hard to make this yearbook the best ever. I would like to personal 
thank all of the RollaMO staff members that stuck it out to the end and didn't 
give up without you all this book couldn't and wouldn 't be possible. So thank-
you from the bottom of my heart! When I took the job as Editor In Chief I was ex-
cited, a big step for me. But as time went on I thought to myself "What did I get 
myself into?!" But like I stated before it was both a challenge and a honor to 
lead the lOOth Edition of the RollaMO and I wouldn't give back my experiences 
for anything. I tried to include as many cultures and backgrounds as I could in 
this book but, of course, I couldn't get everyone but trust me I did try. As in any 
yearbook there may be some mistakes and as EIC I apologize for any. I would 
also like to thank Janson and Kathy McHaney for all of there help. Mrs. McHaney 
created ~he front and back cover of the year book and she did a fantastic job! I 
hope everyone will enjoy this edition of the RollaMO and may it bring back won-
derful memories and lots of happiness!! 
Homecoming 2005 reunion photo ofRollaMO's past staff members; 
holding the yearbook of the year that they were on staff. 
Staff 
Trinea Turner Editor-In-Chief 
Photo Editor 
Student Life, Greeks, 
Events, Seniors Editor 
Zachary Andeerson-Boland 
Photographer 
Sports Photo Editor 
Photographer 
Christopher Bales 









Organizations Photo Editor 
Photographer 









Senior Portraits Organizer 

